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Abstract
The paper deals with a system of diﬀerence equations where the coeﬃcients depend
on Markov chains. The functional equations for a particular density and the moment
equations for the system are derived and used in the investigation of mode stability
of company’s income. An application of the results is illustrated by two models.
1 Introduction
As early as the beginning of the th century, it was discovered that, even in sequences
of equally distributed random variables, a marginal distribution may quite naturally occur
other than normal. Most of the underlying laws behind such occurrences can only be un-
derstood on the basis of the theory ofMarkov chains. A randomprocess is called aMarkov
chain if the way it passes from one state to another depends only on the current state re-
gardless of the states preceding it. The set of states is ﬁnite or countable. Using stochastic
approach, one can investigate a number of aspects relating to a variety of phenomena in
ﬁnance and economics.
In terms of the modern theory of ﬁnance [–], eﬃcient ways must be found for con-
trolling the ﬁnancial resources using such categories as ‘time’, ‘proﬁt’, and ‘risk’.
With a stochastic approach, models describing the proﬁt of a company may be created
usingMarkov chains. The ﬁrst such ﬁnancial models were developed in the second half of
the th century [, ].
The paper constructs mathematical models of complex economic systems working in
conditions of uncertainty. Incomplete or distorted information, too few observations,
structure changing over time, stochastic nature of the impact of the external environment,
these and other factors generate conditions of uncertainty for the system. The problems
encountered in creating and solving mathematical models are caused by the fact that the
input-output data type contains nonlinearities and perturbations. The paper focuses on
the construction of moment equations to determine the mean value of the guaranteed
proﬁt of a company. The theoretical results are applied to two models of the proﬁt of a
company.
©2014Diblík et al.; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribu-
tion License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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2 Moment equations
Let (,F ,F ,P) be a ﬁltered probability space (stochastic basis) consisting of a probability
space (,F ,P) and a ﬁltration
F = {Ft ,∀t ≥ } ⊂F
(for deﬁnitions see, e.g., []). The space is called a sample space,F is the set of all possible
events (a σ -algebra) that may occur tomoment t, and P is some probability measure on.
Such a random space plays a fundamental role in the construction ofmodels in economics,
ﬁnance etc.
On the probability space (,F ,P), we consider an initial problem formulated for the
stochastic dynamic system with random coeﬃcients in the form
xn+ = A(ξn+, ξn)xn + B(ξn+, ξn), n = , , . . . , ()
x = ϕ(ω), ()
where A is anm×mmatrix with random elements, B is anm-dimensional column vector
with random elements, ξn is the Markov chain of a ﬁnite number of states θ, θ, . . . , θq
with probabilities pk(n) = P{ξn = θk}, k = , , . . . ,q, n = , , . . . , that satisfy the system of
diﬀerence equations
p(n + ) =p(n), ()
p(n) = (p(n),p(n), . . . ,pk(n))T , = (πks)qk,s= is a q× q transition matrix and ϕ : →Rm.
If the random variable ξn+ is in state θk , k = , , . . . ,q, and the random variable ξn is in
state θs, s = , , . . . ,q, we denote
Aks = A(θk , θs), Bks = B(θk , θs), k, s = , , . . . ,q,
and assume that there exist inverse matrices A–ks .
The state m-dimensional column vector-function xn, n = , , . . . , is called a solution of
system () within the meaning of a strong solution if it satisﬁes () with initial condition
() [].
Our task is to derive the moment equations of system () to be used for determining the
mode stability of the income of a company.
We deﬁne the moments of the ﬁrst and second order of a solution xn, n = , , . . . , of ()
before deriving the moment equations.
In the sequel, Em denotes an m-dimensional Euclidean space, m-dimensional row
vector-functions fk(n, z), n = , , . . . , k = , , . . . ,q, z ∈ Em are the particular probability
density functions of xn, n = , , . . . , determined by the formula (see in [])∫
Em
fk(n, z)dz = P{xn ∈ Em, ξn = θk}, ()
and they satisfy the following equations:





n,A–ks (z – Bks)
)
detA–ks . ()
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zfk(n, z)dz, k = , , . . . ,q, ()
is called moment of the ﬁrst order for a solution xn, n = , , . . . , of (). The values E()k {xn},
k = , , . . . ,q, are called particular moments of the ﬁrst order.









zz∗fk(n, z)dz, k = , , . . . ,q, ()
is called moment of the second order for a solution xn, n = , , . . . , of (). The values
E()k {xn}, k = , , . . . ,q, are called particular moments of the second order.
Theorem  Systems of moment equations of the ﬁrst or second orders for a solution xn,






























n,A–ks (z – Bks)
)
detA–ks dz. ()
Using the substitution Yks = A–ks z, integrating by parts, in regard to
∫
Em
fk(n + , z)dz =
pk(n), we get, as in the proof of Theorem  in [], systems of moment equations ().
In the same way, the system of moment equations () can be derived. This means that
equation () is multiplied by zz∗ and integrated by parts on the Euclidean space Em. 
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3 Model problem 1
We consider a probability space (,F ,P) with ﬁltration {Ft} as a space of trade relations.
The changes in the level of the income of a company can be modeled by using stochastic
diﬀerence equations. Such a convenient mathematical model is the scalar case of initial
problem (), (), that is,
xn+ = xn + b(ξn+, ξn), n = , , . . . , ()
x = ϕ(ω).
The stochastic equation () describes the graph of the income of a company with the
initial value of income x. Here the inhomogeneity b(ξn+, ξn) represents the conditions in
which a company works. For example, the value b(θk , θs) = bks, k, s = , , . . . ,q, means the
transition from one state θk of company activities, say, a crisis, to another state θs, say, the
post-crisis situation.
The transition probabilities satisfy system (), and moment equations (), () in the
scalar case take the form
E(){xn+} =E(){xn} + Bp(n), ()





πb πb · · · πqbq
πb πb · · · πqbq
...
... . . .
...
πqbq πqbq · · · πqqbqq
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , B =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
πb πb · · · πqbq
πb πb · · · πqbq
...
... . . .
...
πqbq πqbq · · · πqqbqq
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
The ﬁrst or the second moments can be obtained by solving systems of diﬀerence equa-
tions () and () or () and () respectively, for example, by using a numerical method.
Example  The real mean value of the income can be determined in a particular case.
Assume that a company, trying to overcome a crisis, may get into three possible states
corresponding to the three possible methods used:
. salary adjustment,
. number of employees,
. credit.




 ,  , 
,   , 
,  ,  
⎞
⎟⎠ .
In accordance with the annual report of the company, the income values under the tran-
sition from one state to another are determined by the following coeﬃcients:
b = , b = , b = , b = , b = , b = .
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By using an iterativemethod, after a ﬁnite number of steps, themean value of the income
can be obtained. This is approximately . with a variance of ..
Remark  The processes described by system () can be controlled introducing a control
function Un.
Let us develop the idea mentioned in the above remark. On a bounded areaG⊂ Em, we
consider the following stochastic dynamic system with random coeﬃcients:
xn+ = A(ξn+, ξn)xn + B(ξn+, ξn)Un, n = , , . . . , ()







where the matrices Q, L with Markov elements are symmetric and positive deﬁnite. The
functional J is called the quality criterion of control vectors Un. The control function Un
in the form
Un = S(ξn)xn, n = , , . . . , ()
which minimizes the quality criterion () with respect to equation (), is called the op-
timal control.
We denote S(θk) = Sk , Q(θk) = Qk , L(θk) = Lk , k = , , . . . ,q. If we use the method devel-
oped in [], we obtain the following.
Theorem  Let there exist the optimal control () that minimizes the quality criterion
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with known matrices Ask , Bsk .
The theorem gives the necessary conditions for an optimal solution of system () mak-
ing it possible to transform the problem of synthesis of the optimal control to the problem
of determining the matrices Sk in system ().
4 Model problem 2
On the probability space (,F ,P), we consider an initial problem formulated for a non-
homogenous diﬀerence equation of the form
xn+ = xn + b(ξn), n = , , . . . , ()
x = o,
where o is anm-dimensional zero vector describing the behavior of the random value xn,
which stands for the company income at a moment n.
Assume that a company is managed in accordance with the behavior of a Markov chain
ξn with two possible states θ, θ and the transition matrix
 =
(
 – λ λ
λ  – λ
)
, ≤ λ≤ . ()
If the random variable is in state θ, the company makes a proﬁt, if the random variable
is in state θ, the company suﬀers a loss. Let the value of the company’s proﬁt or loss be
expressed as
b(θ) = β , b(θ) = –β
and the initial state be x = o. Then equations () take the form



























If we consider the initial values
E() {x} = E() {x} = o, ()
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we obtain
E() {xn+} + E() {xn+} = E(){xn+} = o,
E() {xn+} – E() {xn+} = ( – λ)
(
E() {xn} – E() {xn} + β
)
.
From the ﬁrst equation, it is easy to see that E(){xn+} = o, which means that the company
will be left without the expected net proﬁt in the above conditions.
Moment of the second order E(){xn+} for the above conditions can be obtained from
equations () in the form




n( – λ) – (n + )( – λ) + ( – λ)n+
)
. ()
Thence, if, say, λ = ., the moment of the second order is E(){xn} = nβ, which means
that the company’s net proﬁt ranges according to the three-sigma rule in the interval
–β
√




While the theoretical results as such are original and valuable too, the present models
conﬁrm the practical importance of the methods devised to study discrete systems with
random parameters. The construction of moment equations is a classical method and the
results shown imply that its use in investigating diﬀerent types of equations brings elegant
results in modeling problems in the theory of ﬁnance.
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